Abstract-Real world complex networks are scale free and possess meso-scale properties like core-periphery and community structure. We study evolution of the core over time in real world networks. This paper proposes evolving models for both unweighted and weighted scale free networks having local and global core-periphery as well as community structure. Network evolves using topological growth, self growth, and weight distribution function. To validate the correctness of proposed models, we use K-shell and S-shell decomposition methods. Simulation results show that the generated unweighted networks follow power law degree distribution with droop head and heavy tail. Similarly, generated weighted networks follow degree, strength, and edge-weight power law distributions. We further study other properties of complex networks, such as clustering coefficient, nearest neighbor degree, and strength degree correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex systems have been a part of many research areas, such as biological networks, chemical networks, technological networks, business networks. A complex network can be represented as a graph G(V, E), where the vertex set V represents the set of objects, and the edge set E represents the relationships between these objects. Each edge in E is represented by an ordered/unordered pair (x, y) for directed/undirected graphs, where x, y ∈ V . Such networks can also be represented by an adjacency matrix A, where a th ij entry of A is 1, if node i is connected to node j otherwise 0. Degree of a node denotes the number of edges connected to a node and can be defined as d i = j Γ(i) a ij , where Γ(i) is the set of neighbors of node i.
The binary links do not convey complete information about the system. In 1973, Granovetter emphasized the idea of inequality of the edges in a network [1] . He broadly categorized edges as weak ties and strong ties. In real world complex networks, each link carries a unique weight [2] . Edge weights portray a better understanding of the network. For example, In friendship networks, edge weights can be used to denote the intimacy of the relationship or frequency of communication [3] . Edge weights can also represent the number of publications in a collaboration network or traffic flow in an airport network [4] .
In real world networks, edges can also carry negative weights to represent varying degrees of friendship-enmity [5] or trust-distrust [6] . Weighted networks are characterized by a function f (E) → R. The function f maps each edge to a real number, representing weight of that edge. Such networks can be stored as a weighted adjacency matrix, where w ij denotes the weight of an edge connecting nodes i and j. As a generalization of degree, strength of a node can be defined as, s i = j Γ(i) w ij .
All real world complex networks follow some macro level properties, such as six degrees of separation (small world effect) [7] , scale free degree distribution [8] , preferential attachment [9] , high clustering coefficient [10] .
Topological structure of complex networks also have meso scale properties, which include community structure and coreperiphery structure. In the community structure, each node has some links in its own community called intra community links and some links to other communities called inter community links. Probability of having an intra community link is higher than the inter community link. In weighted networks, intra community links tend to have higher weights than inter community links.
Hierarchical organization of the network gives birth to the core-periphery structure that coexists with the community structure. Concept of core-periphery structure was first proposed by Borgatti and Everettee [11] . Core is a densely connected nucleus of the network that is surrounded by sparsely connected periphery nodes. Every community has a local core and all these local cores lead to the emergence of global core in the complex network. Seidman [12] proposed K-shell decomposition method to identify core nodes in an unweighted network. Eidsaa and Almaas [13] extended K-shell decomposition method and proposed S-shell decomposition method for weighted networks. Saxena et al. show the importance of core nodes in information diffusion on the networks having meso scale structures [14] .
In the present work, we study evolution of the core in real world networks i.e. how core nodes acquire a well known position in the network. We also propose evolving models for both unweighted and weighted networks having community and core-periphery structure. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the literature. This is followed by preliminaries and datasets defined in section 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 explains evolution process of the core in real world networks. In section 6, we propose evolving models along with simulation results to validate different properties of real world networks. Section 7 is dedicated to the conclusion and scope for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Various modeling frameworks have been designed to understand the topological structure of dynamically growing complex networks. This line of research was ignited by Erdos-Renyi, when they proposed a very basic first generative model for the structure of real world complex networks [15] . Their model portrayed the real world network as a random network, where each pair of nodes are connected with a fixed probability. This model was inadequate in explaining all the properties of a real world network. In 1998, Watts and strogatz [16] designed a model to better explain the small world phenomenon of real world social networks. They considered that friendships are not random, rather they are based on the conscious decision of random encounters. They emphasized that the clustering coefficient of a real world network is large, with a small diameter.
In 1999, Barabasi-Albert studied the dynamics of growing networks, where new nodes arrive and make connections with existing nodes. They empirically observed that most of the real world networks follow a power law degree distribution. They proposed a preferential attachment model based on richget-richer phenomenon, which results in a scale free network having few hubs [8] . This work added a new dimension to the study of complex networks.
After this pioneering work, many other evolving models have been proposed based on different node attributes and evolving environment. We can classify those models into few main categories. P L Krapivsky et al. [17] proposed a nonlinear preferential attachment model, where the probability to get new connections for a node of degree k is P (k) = k y , where, y is a constant and its different values yield different type of scale free networks. Dorogovtsev and Mendes [18] studied the role of accelerating growth on network structure. They also [19] proposed a model, where probability of a connection depends on both degree as well as age of the nodes.
In 2001, Bianconi and Barabasi [20] proposed a fitter-getricher modeling phenomenon, where probability of connection is directly proportional to the fitness value of a node. There are some more models based on different properties of nodes, such as intrinsic strength [21] , competitiveness [22] , initial attractiveness [23] , or capacity constraints [24] . Jost and Joy [25] proposed an evolving model for social networks, where each person prefers to be friend with the friends of its friends. Friendship between two persons also depends on their mutual affinity, intimacy, attachment and understanding between them. WX Wang et al. [26] proposed a model based on the mutual attraction. [27] , [28] have proposed local world models based on the concept of local world connectivity. [29] , [30] studied geographical constraint model, where a network is embedded in a two-dimensional geographic plain. [31] , [32] proposed a self growing model, where existing nodes also make new connections in the future.
In traffic networks, when a new node connects to an existing node, it increases traffic on that node. This increased traffic is distributed across all neighbors of the node. Such a distribution is called local rearrangement of the weights. In 2004, A Barrat et al. [33] studied this approach and proposed a weighted evolving model, that is also called BBV (Barrat, Barthelemy, and Vespignani) model. [34] , [35] proposed traffic driven weighted models, where edge weights can be calculated using traffic flow or betweenness centrality measure.
Researchers have also explained the evolution of meso scale properties, such as, community structure, hierarchical organization, multilayer networks. [36] - [38] proposed evolving models for community structure in unweighted networks. Newman [39] studied the community structure and modified modularity function to quantify the quality of community structure for weighted networks. [40] - [42] proposed generative models for weighted community structured complex networks.
Unlike community structure, core-periphery structure has not been deeply explored. In this work, we analyze the evolving phenomenon of core-periphery structure in real world networks. We also propose evolving models for complex networks having community structure along with local and global core-periphery structure. As per the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of its kind. This model will help the community of network science researchers to understand the structure and dynamics of networks at the level of information diffusion, epidemic spread, and spread of influence.
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Preferential Attachment
Preferential attachment model is an evolutionary model proposed by Barabasi and Albert for the formation of unweighted scale free networks [8] . In this model, probability (k x ) of a new node i connecting to an existing node x depends on the degree k x of node x.
(k x ) = kx y ky So, the nodes having higher degrees acquire more links over time.
Analogously, in weighted networks, nodes follow preferential attachment in accordance with the strength s x of nodes. It is defined as,
As we can see, both type of networks follow a rich-get-richer phenomenon, thereby skewing the distribution towards lower degree.
B. Power Law Distribution
Preferential attachment model gives rise to power law degree distribution, where probability of a node having degree k, P (k) is proportional to k −γ . As the network grows, only a few nodes, called hubs, manage to get a very large number of links.
Weighted networks also follow three power law distributions: 1. Power law degree distribution, 2. Power law strength distribution, and 3. Power law edge-weight distribution.
C. K-shell Decomposition Algorithm
K-shell algorithm [12] is a well known method in social network analysis to find the tightly knit group of influential core nodes in a given network. This method divides the entire network into shells and assigns a shell index to each node. The innermost shell has the highest shell index k max and is called nucleus of the network.
This algorithm works by recursively pruning the nodes from lower degree to higher degree. First, we recursively remove all nodes of degree 1, until there is no node of 1 degree. All these nodes are assigned shell index k s = 1. In similar fashion, nodes of degree 2,3,4... are pruned step by step. When we remove nodes of degree k, if there appears any node of degree less than k, it will also be removed in the same step. All these nodes are assigned shell index k. Here, higher shell index represents higher coreness.
Eidsaa and Almaas [13] modified K-shell decomposition algorithm for weighted networks. They consider strength instead of degree for dividing nodes into various shells. It is called S-shell or strength decomposition algorithm.
IV. DATASETS
We use following undirected network datasets to understand the evolution and structure of the core: 1) ArXiv hep-ph Collaboration network: This is the coauthorship network of ArXiv's High Energy Physics Phenomenology (hep-ph) publications [43] . We create two networks for different time periods to understand evolution of the core nodes in the network: a) ArXiv hep-ph ( 
V. EVOLUTION OF CORE STRUCTURE
Real world networks have self regulatory evolving phenomenon that gives rise to a core-periphery structure. Core is a very dense nucleus of the network that is highly connected with periphery nodes. In social networks, core nodes are the group of highly elite people of the society. Similarly in coauthorship network, core nodes are the pioneer researchers of the area.
In the present work, we use K-shell and S-shell decomposition methods to identify core for unweighted and weighted networks respectively. We analyze distribution of the nodes in different shells. Table 1 shows that the core constitutes less than 2 percent of the whole network. Gupta et al. [47] observed that few innermost shells close to nucleus have the same influential power as core and have very high density. In practical use, a very small percentage of nodes from innermost layers can also be considered as core nodes.
In this study, we examine evolution of the core over time by using ArXiv hep-ph and Facebook timestamped unweighted networks. We create two networks for different time spans, where second network includes more number of nodes and edges as explained in dataset section. The shell structure of all these networks is determined using K-shell decomposition algorithm. We find that in second network of both the datasets, some new nodes are added to the core. We specifically analyze properties of these nodes with respect to other nodes, which were also having same degree in the first network but could not shift to the core. Study shows that the networks evolve using preferential attachment. Each node competes to get more and more connections to become part of the center of the network. We have observed that when a node competes and acquires some high number of connections with other core nodes, this node is also shifted to core. Along with that, periphery nodes are also more attracted to make connections with this node. This sudden hike in the number of connections with other core nodes helps this node to be a part of the core. A node is converted into a core node with very less probability. Similar results are observed by creating networks for different time spans by increasing the time period with a small time gap.
This phenomenon is explained in Fig. 1 for ArXiv hepph datasets. Red color circles show the average increase in number of connections with other core nodes, when a node is shifted to core from periphery. Blue color triangles show the average increase in core connections for nodes having same degree as the shifted node but they remain in the periphery. It shows that when a node gets connected with many core nodes, it is converted into a core node. This sudden growth in the connections gives birth to a small and dense core structure present in the network. Similar results are shown for the Facebook dataset in Fig. 2 .
For weighted networks, we use DBLP dataset and perform S-shell decomposition method. We create networks for different time spans with the time gap of one year and observe similar results, as shown in Fig. 3 . We also study average increase in total number of connections for both cases, when a node is shifted to the core or when it remains in the periphery. Results show that the increase in total number of connections is not a good indicator of the coreness of a node. It proves that total increase in core connections plays an important role and modulates growth of the core. Fig. 4 shows these results for ArXiv hep-ph datasets. Similar results are observed for Facebook and DBLP datasets.
VI. THE PROPOSED MODEL
We propose evolving models based on the properties of community and core-periphery structure for both unweighted and weighted scale free networks. A community i is denoted as C i and global core is denoted as Core. If a node x Core, its type is set as core, otherwise periphery. Models are based on topological growth and self growth process. In topological growth, network expands as new nodes keep joining. In real world networks, all existing nodes also keep making new connections among them. This self growing phenomenon is captured by the self growth process.
Models evolve using two types of links: 1) Preferential Attachment link: In preferential attachment, probability of a node getting a new connection is di-
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rectly proportional to its degree. In our models we use following preferential attachment rules: a) Intra-Community Preferential Attachment: When a new node x joins a community C i , probability of this new node making connection with a node y in its own community is directly proportional to intra-degree of y with respect to other nodes in the community. It is defined as,
where, k 1 y is the intra-degree of node y in community C i . It denotes the number of neighbors belonging to its own community. b) Inter-Community Preferential Attachment: Probability of a new node x (x C i ) making inter community connection with a node y (y C j ) is proportional to inter-degree k 2 y of node y. It is defined as,
2) Triad Formation Links: When an existing node makes new connections with the friends of its friends, these links are called Triad Formation (TF) links. To make a TF link, node x selects one of its neighbor y preferentially and then one neighbor z of y is chosen preferentially that is already not connected with x. TF links are important and moderate the self growth of the network. In weighted networks, strength is used in place of degree for all preferential attachment functions. We also use weight distribution function proposed by BBV model to balance the load. In section 6.1, we present our model for unweighted networks and discuss its simulation results in next section. Model is modified to generate weighted networks and is discussed in section 6.3 and 6.4. In section 6.5, efficiency of the proposed models is calculated for the generated networks of different sizes.
A. Model A
Network starts with a seed graph having c number of communities. Each community has clique of size n 0 . In the seed graph, each node is connected to each inter community node with a very high probability p. All nodes of the seed graph are set as core nodes. Every newly coming node makes f fraction of connections in its own community and (1 − f ) fraction of connections with other communities. f controls the density of intra and inter community links. At every time stamp, the steps followed are: 1) A new periphery node x is added to a uniformly at randomly selected community. This new node makes m connections in total. m · f intra community links are connected using intra-community preferential attachment and m·(1−f ) inter community links are connected using inter-community preferential attachment. 2) With probability q, a periphery node is selected using degree preferential rule and it is converted into a core node. This node is connected to each core node with probability p. This is an important step to capture the evolution process of core nodes. 3) Each node makes a triad link with probability r using triad formation rule defined in the last section. In this model, step 1 controls the topological growth, and step 2 and 3 control the self growth of the network. Evolution of the global core is controlled by step 2. Probability p depends on the density of the core and its value is very high. Probability q controls size of the core that includes the nucleus and few innermost tightly knit and highly dense layers of the network. Probability r controls the rate of the self growth and its value is very small, since existing nodes make less number of connections with other nodes as the network size grows.
B. Simulation Results
We perform network simulation by varying different parameters of the model. All results are shown for the network having 20,000 nodes and 826,759 edges. Seed graph contains c = 6 communities and each community is started with the clique of n 0 = 3 nodes. All inter community links are connected with probability p = 0.4. Every new coming node makes m = 4 connections, where 75% connections are intra community and 25% are inter community. Each community has almost equal number of nodes in the final generated network. In experiments, we have taken around 1% nodes of innermost shells as core nodes. So, value of q is 0.01. Probability r decides the density of the network, we have set r = 0.006.
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In Fig. 5, we show that the degree distribution of the generated network follows power law, as P (k) ∝ k −γ with exponent γ ≈ 2.5. This has a droop head and a heavy tail. We further study average clustering coefficient and average nearest neighbor degree in the generated network. Clustering coefficient of a node shows how tightly knit a node is in its neighborhood. It is defined as,
a xy a yz a xz
In Fig. 10 , green color squares show average clustering coefficient with respect to degree of the nodes.
Average nearest neighbor degree represents assortativity of the networks. It can be calculated as, Fig. 11 , green color squares denote average nearest neighbor degree (k nn ) for the generated network. This plot shows, as degree increases average nearest neighbor degree decreases. All results are very similar to real world networks.
C. Model B
We propose an evolving model for weighted networks by extending model A. Network starts with a seed graph similar to model A, having c number of communities, where each community has a clique of size n 0 . Each edge is assigned weight w 0 = 1. All nodes of the seed graph are set as core nodes. At every time stamp, the steps followed are: 1) A new periphery node x is added to a uniformly at randomly selected community. This new node is connected with m · f intra community nodes using intra-community strength preferential attachment, and m·(1−f ) inter community nodes using inter-community strength preferential attachment. When a new node x is connected to node y, we use BBV weight rearrangement function to balance the weights. This function distributes the weight across all neighbors of y, z Γ(y), proportional to their edge weights. It is defined as,
where, δ is a constant and represents the extra added load because of a new connection. 2) With probability q, a periphery node is selected using strength preferential attachment rule and it is converted into a core node. This node is connected to each core node with probability p. 3) Each node makes triad links with probability r using strength preferential attachment. If node is already connected with chosen node then edge weight is increased by w 0 . All new edges are assigned initial weight w 0 = 1 and probability parameters are same as defined in model A. Different values of δ can be chosen based on the evolving environment. In traffic networks, it denotes extra traffic load added to an existing node. In friendship networks, it shows, as time passes, a person makes new friends and also strengthens All results are plotted on log-log scale. In Fig. 6 , Degree distribution P(k) of the generated network is plotted. It follows power law P (k) ∝ k −γ , where γ ≈ 2.2. In Fig. 7 , we plot the node strength distribution, that is defined as, the probability that a randomly selected node has strength value s. This distribution has a fat heavy tail and follows power law P (s) ∝ s −γ with best fitted γ ≈ 2.3. The edge-weight distribution also follows power law with exponent γ ≈ 3.5 as shown in Fig. 8 . It shows that strong or busy links keep getting stronger and busier. All plots show similar behavior as obtained for real world weighted networks. Fig. 9 shows that there is high correlation between average strength and degree In Fig 10. , blue color triangles show the average clustering coefficient and red color circles show average weighted clustering coefficient for the network. Similarly, average weighted nearest neighbor degree can be defined as, In Fig 11. , average nearest neighbor degree and average weighted nearest neighbor degree is represented by blue triangles and red circles respectively. 
E. Validation of the Proposed Models
In the simulation, approximately 1% innermost nodes are considered as core nodes. To validate the efficiency of our models, we detect core nodes in the generated networks. We use K-shell and S-shell decomposition methods for unweighted and weighted networks respectively. We calculate what percentage of nodes are misidentified. It includes the nodes which are marked as Core but do not belong to core or which are not marked as Core but belong to core. It can be defined as, Error = N umber of misidentif ied nodes T otal core nodes * 100%
So, efficiency of the models can be calculated as (100 − Error)%. Table 2 shows the efficiency of the proposed models for different size of unweighted and weighted networks. Each value is calculated by averaging over 5 generated networks. In simulation, all probabilities are taken same as explained in simulation results sections except δ = 0.6. Similar results are observed for different set of probabilities. In both models, efficiency increases with network size. In weighted networks, efficiency decreases as we increase value of δ. This happens because for high value of δ, nearest neighbors of core nodes receive more distributed strength and become part of inner shells close to the nucleus.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the present paper, we have studied evolution process of the core in real world networks. We show that when a node is converted into a core node, increase in the number of connections with core nodes is more important than increase in the total degree. It helps a node to get a well known position in the network. We have proposed evolving models for networks having core-periphery and community structure. The growth dynamics of a network is based on topological growth and self growth. In weighted model, we use weight distribution function to balance the increased load. K-shell and S-shell decomposition methods are used to validate the efficiency of proposed models. It is shown that models generate coreperiphery structure and marks core nodes with very less error.
Simulation results show that the generated networks follow all properties of real world networks. Unweighted networks follow power law degree distribution with a droop head and a flat heavy tail. Similarly, weighted networks follow degree, strength and edge-weight power law distributions such as statistically observed in real world weighted networks. In weighted networks, degree and strength is highly correlated.
Furthermore, we analyze other properties of these networks, such as clustering coefficient and average nearest neighbor degree. Model parameters can be varied to get different clustering coefficient.
This work is a good contribution towards the field of modeling. We will do further analytical analysis of evolving equations for different network properties. These networks can be used to study dynamic phenomena taking place on real world networks like information diffusion, epidemic spread, spread of influence etc. In future, we will study these processes on the generated synthetic networks.
